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Who is Leviat?

Leviat unites the expertise, skills and resources of CRH’s construction 
accessories companies in a single, global organisation

3,000 people

60 locations

Manufacturing on
4 continents

Sales in 30+
countries



Our Trusted Product Brands



Connecting, Fixing, Anchoring & Lifting Technology 

We help you build better, safer, stronger & faster



Sectors

We supply customers in all construction sectors from 
residential to infrastructure, and industrial applications

We help turn architectural visions into reality
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3,6 °C                                                12,9°C                                              17,5°C

30,4 °C                                              24,1°C                                              21,5°C



What are the building physics aspects?

specific transmission
loss HT
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What are the building physics aspects?
Variants:
- 2 joint widths,
- 2-12 CSB,
- 2-18 tension bars,
- 20 heights
- 3 concrete covers
- 4 wall types
- 6 variants with and without a window
- Countless wall properties 

Conclusion:

More than 100 million variants 
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https://psi.halfen.com/en-gb/start

https://psi.halfen.com/en-gb/start
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